
Privacy Notice: Guidance for training and learning providers

Overview

To meet the requirements of the Data Protection Act 1998, schools, colleges and
learning/training institutes are responsible for issuing a copy of the Privacy Notice to
learners and/or parents/guardians summarising the information held on record about
them, why it is held and the third parties the data may be shared with.

The Learning Records Service provides two recommended text versions of the
Privacy Notice Text: Shortened Text and Extended Text. The following wording 
should be included in the Learning Providers / Learning Advisors / Awarding 
Organisations’ own Privacy Notice where the organisation has a direct 
relationship with the learner.

We are making available this standardised text in word format for you 
to copy and paste into your own administration systems, forms and 
documentation, to simply the process.

Privacy Notice for pupils, students, learners and trainees

1. Shortened Privacy Notice Text

Wording for incorporation into provider application and registration forms 
where there is limited space to include this wording…..

The information you supply will be used by the Skills Funding Agency, an 
executive agency of the Department for Education (DfE), to issue you with a 
Unique Learner Number (ULN), and to create your Personal Learning Record. For
more information about how your information is processed and shared refer to the
Extended Privacy Notice available on Gov.UK.

2. Extended Privacy Notice Text

This statement is intended to provide you with information as to how the Learning
Records Service will  collect  and use your personal information and data, and
how you can exercise choice in respect of the use of your personal data.
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The Learning Records Service is operated by the Skills Funding Agency. The 
Learning Records Service collects data relating to learners registering for relevant
post-14 qualifications, for example GCSEs and A-Levels, Entry to Employment 
Certificates, Regulated Qualifications Frameworks and Welsh Baccalaureate and 
associated units.

The Learning Records Service stores learner participation and achievement data 
collected directly from awarding organisations. This information is known as the 
‘Personal Learning Record’ (PLR). Permitted organisations will have access to 
your PLR in order to access your achievements, awards and to enable advice and
guidance to be provided to you. You as the learner will be able to get a copy of 
your PLR.

The Learning Records Service provides:

a Unique Learner Number (ULN) to individual learners.

a Personal Learning Record.

Collection of data

The Learning Records Service collects data from:
DfE, schools and training/learning providers.

Information provided by you when enrolling with the 
training/learning provider.

Qualification/unit data held by Ofqual and Qualifications in Wales (QiW).

Participation and achievement data held by the Welsh Government.

Accredited achievement data supplied by awarding organisations.

Use of data

The Unique Learner Number enables education and training sector organisations,
and Awarding Organisations regulated by Ofqual in England, Qualifications in 
Wales (QiW) in Wales and CCEA in Northern Ireland, to share information about 
participation and achievement in a consistent and approved manner, promoting 
good information management practice, and helping to improve accuracy and 
efficiency.

This will benefit you through enhancing the application processes to Awarding
Organisations, learning providers, learning advisors and other third parties.

The PLR will be shared with organisations linked to your education and training,
including those organisations specified in Regulations made under section 537A
of the Education Act (refer to Annex A).
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Awarding organisations are able to access limited achievement data that we hold
about you, in order to verify its accuracy.

All organisations that have control of the personal data about you and that we 
store in the Learning Records Service are required to be registered under the 
Data Protection Act 1998 and to use your personal information in accordance with
the requirements of the Act. These organisations are required to sign relevant 
agreements and control documentation that requires them to manage your data 
responsibly and only to access information where there is a direct relationship 
between you and the relevant organisation.

At no time will your personal information be passed to any organisations 
for marketing or sales purposes.

Permissions for sharing

The  ULN  is  required  to  fulfil  statutory  requirements  for  administrations  of
services within the education and training sector. You cannot opt out of being
issued with a ULN by the Learning Records Service.

However, you can opt-out of sharing your PLR. For details of how you may opt 
out of sharing your participation and achievement data refer Gov.UK: Useful 
Information for Learners and Parents:
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/learning-records-service-the-plr-for-learners-
and-parents

A consequence of deciding not to allow data sharing of your participation and
achievement data contained in the PLR will be that you may need to provide
copies of certificates or other information to verify your achievements

Reporting inaccuracies on the PLR

A major benefit of the Learning Records Service is that you can check that 
information held about you is accurate and request that any inaccurate data is 
corrected. For more information about how to report a problem on your PLR go to
Gov.UK: Useful Information for Learners and Parents documents:
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/learning-records-service-the-plr-for-learners-
and-parents

Awarding Organisations are responsible for maintaining the currency and
accuracy of any achievement data they upload into your PLR.
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Sensitive personal data

The Learning Records Service makes every effort not to display any qualification 
information which consists of sensitive personal data on the PLR (e.g. data which
relates to ethnic origin, physical or mental health, religious beliefs, trade union 
membership or any criminal offences or proceedings).

If you consider that any sensitive qualification data has inadvertently been 
stored in your PLR, you should contact the LRS service desk.

Sensitive learners

The Learning Records Service recognises that some learners have specific 
concerns about privacy which mean that additional safeguards are required. The
Learning Records Service implements a Sensitive Learners Policy to ensure 
these safeguards are implemented.

Security

The Learning Records Service recognises the need to keep your information secure
and has implemented a Security Policy that provides the appropriate technical and 
organisational measures aimed at preventing loss of, or unauthorised use of, your 
information in accordance with Government standards.

How long will we keep your data?

The Learning Records Service is intended to provide a life-long record of learning 
which will be available to you at any time you choose to participate in education or
training. Therefore, the Learning Records Service may continue to hold your ULN,
PLR and Regulated Qualification Framework and associated data for 66 years 
and will be reviewed periodically.

Updates to this policy

The Learning Records Service recognises that privacy and data protection 
concerns can evolve over time and will keep this policy under review. Any 
amendments will be posted here and will be notified to learners when they access
their PLR.

Summary

The information you supply will be used by the Skills Funding Agency, an 
executive agency of the Department for Education (DfE), to issue you with a
ULN and your own PLR.
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Your ULN is a ten digit reference number, unique to yourself for use within
education. Please keep this number in a safe place.

Your ULN will also be used to collect and share information amongst 
education related organisations, careers advisors, and college registration and
course enrolment staff.

Your PLR will include information about your qualifications, awards, training 
events and learning achievements that you may collect throughout your 
education lifetime – at all levels and also whilst you are working and learning.

Your PLR can be shared with organisations who have a responsibility for
providing, funding and serving your education and training.

Your PLR record will help you to share your achievements, including any 
participation of learning, the training institute details and over what period. 
Please note that you will always be in control of who accesses your PLR.

If you have still not reached the age of 16, please discuss this privacy notice
explanation with your parent or legal guardian.
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Annex A

The list of organisations that may access the information you provide now or in the future where there is a direct connection between you and 
their organisation and the permitted purpose for why they may access your Personal Learning Record.

PART A. Permitted Organisations: Achievement Data Sharing Summary Table
Permitted Organisations Permitted Purposes

The Federation for To provide evidence of an
Industry Skills & Individual Learner’s
Standards achievement to support

awarding of an
Apprenticeship

The Welsh Government Access to achievement data
Education and Public to monitor performance for
Services Group(EPS) the purpose of meeting

statutory obligations with

regards to the funding of

qualifications; ensuring

quality assessment of

education and training;
measuring success; ensuring
clear accountability in
meeting legislation and
regulation for the provision of
education and training;



production of official statistics
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and research to inform
government policy.

The collection of data is supported by The
School Performance Information (Wales)
Regulations 2011: schedule 7 and 8 of Part 3
of the Regulations. These Regulations, made
under sections 29(3), 408, 537, 537A(1) and
(2) and  569(4)  and  (5)  of  the  Education  Act
1996, apply in relation to schools in Wales. The
Regulations  relate  to  the  collection  of
information about the performance of schools.

NOT PROTECTIVELY MARKED
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Permitted Organisations Permitted Purposes

Department for Education Funding

(DfE)

Education Funding
Agency (EFA)

Skills   Funding   Agency
(SFA)



Permitted Organisations Permitted Purposes

NOT PROTECTIVELY MARKED
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Department for Work and
Pensions (DWP)

1. Section 72 of the 
Welfare Reform and 
Pensions Act 1999, 
together with the Social 
Security (Claims and 
Information) Regulations
1999 and the Welfare 
Reform and Pensions 
Act (Section 72) 
(Relevant Authority) 
Designation Order 2010,
create a legislative 
gateway enabling 
relevant employment 
and training information 
to be shared between 
DWP and providers in 
order to assist claimants
with employment and 
training needs. The 
existence of this 
legislation means there 
is no need to obtain a 
claimant’s consent in 
order to enable relevant 
personal data to be 
shared.

2. Section 14 of the 
Offender Management 
Act 2005 (applies to 

England and Wales) provides 
legal authority for DWP (and 
the Skills Funding Agency) to 
share data with prisons, 
probation services and their 
service providers for the 
management of offenders. 
There is no restriction on the 
sort of data that can be 
exchanged.

3. Section 3 of the Social 
Security and Administration 
Act allows the sharing of 
specified types of 
information between DWP 
and their service providers 
for the management of 
offenders. There is no 
restriction on the sort of data
that can be exchanged.

4. Section 13 of the Social 
Security and Administration 
Act allows the sharing of 
specified types of information
between DWP and their 
service providers.



View only access to the Personal Learning Record (PLR) 
housed within the Learning Records Service (LRS) for DWP 
work coaches, EBA’s and a small team (two or three named 
members of the DWP Provider Payment Validation Team).

Access will only be granted where there 
is a clear need within the role description
to have view only access to the 
information as part of a skills assessment
or as part of the skills referral process or 
in the case of DWP Provider Payment 
Validation Team where confirmation of 
completion is required.
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5. Help enable 
courses/training or 
specific employment 
route ways started before
prison to continue during 
sentence.

6. Prevent duplication of 
support/courses already
given; and

7. Enable courses started in
custody to be completed 
after release.

8. To enable DWP Provider
Payment Validation 
Team staff, to quickly 
identify and confirm 
where an individual has 
successfully achieved 
the English Language 
Requirement (Scotland 
and Wales) qualification,
and therefore validate 
that contracted services 
have been delivered so 
entitlement to payment 
can be confirmed.

Information can be shared it is relates to
(inter alia) employment or training.

5. Section 1 of the Jobseeker’s Allowance
(Schemes for Assisting Persons to 
Obtain Employment) Regulations 2013 
(for JSA claimants) and under section 16
of the Welfare Reform Act 2012 (for 
Universal Credit claimants) provides 
authority for the English Language 
Requirements in Scotland and Wales 
which will be delivered under the ‘Skills 
Conditionality’ definition. The English
Language Requirements is a new
provision contracted by DWP.

NOT PROTECTIVELY MARKED
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UCAS (Universities and
Colleges Admissions
Service)

Access to Verify and Personal
Learning Record (PLR) to 
allow the UCAS Verification 
Team to verify an individual’s 
ULN and results showing on 
the PLR against their UCAS 
application.

Access would be limited to ad
hoc searches and only shared
with higher education providers
named  in  their  UCAS
application.

PART B: Future Permitted Organisations: Achievement Data Sharing Summary Table

Future Permitted Organisations

Student Loans Company

Government Departments, Devolved Administrations &
NDPBs/Agencies
- DELNI/DENI, Scottish Government;
- Ofsted
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